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The IBA, being the premier business School in Pakistan, plans to organize a broad based, multi-topic, fully reviewed conference on Information and Communications Technologies. This activity aims to capture the new wealth of research initiated by scholars inducted by the Higher Education Commission of Pakistan to enhance the interaction of local and overseas scientists and to foster tangible focus on problems related to the socio-economic uplift of the nation. This conference is the only forum of its kind in Pakistan that brings together technical and business related issues pertaining to Information and Communications Technologies.

IMPORTANT DATES

* Paper submission due: March 2, 2009
* Notification of acceptance: May 18, 2009
* Camera ready due: June 15, 2009
* Registration deadline: June 25, 2009

The major areas of interest at the 3rd International Conference on Information and Communications Technologies are:

1. Software Engineering
2. Management Information Systems (MIS)
3. Database and Data Warehousing
4. Data Mining
5. Artificial Intelligence
6. Decision Support Systems
7. Modeling and Simulation
8. Computer Graphics and Interactive Systems
9. Operating Systems
10. Network Security
11. Wireless Networks
12. Grid Computing
13. Web Services
15. Mobile Computing
16. Education issues in ICT
17. Standardization issues in ICT
18. Advances in Satellite Communications
19. Wireless Sensors Networks
20. All other areas related to ICT